Solid immersion lens applications for nanophotonic devices
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Abstract. Solid immersion lens (SIL) microscopy combines the advantages of conventional microscopy with those of near-field techniques, and is being increasingly adopted across a diverse range of technologies and applications. A comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in this rapidly expanding subject is therefore increasingly relevant. Important benefits are enabled by SIL-focusing, including an improved lateral and axial spatial profiling resolution when a SIL is used in laser-scanning microscopy or excitation, and an improved collection efficiency when a SIL is used in a light-collection mode, for example in fluorescence micro-spectroscopy. These advantages arise from the increase in numerical aperture (NA) that is provided by a SIL. Other SIL-enhanced improvements, for example spherical-aberration-free sub-surface imaging, are a fundamental consequence of the aplanatic imaging condition that results from the spherical geometry of the SIL. The theory of SIL imaging exposes the unique properties of SILs that provide advantages in applications involving the interrogation of photonic and electronic nanostructures. Such applications range from the sub-surface examination of the complex three-dimensional microstructures fabricated in silicon integrated circuits, to quantum photoluminescence and transmission measurements in semiconductor quantum dot nanostructures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The solid immersion lens (SIL) is a powerful optical component which plays an important enabling role in a variety of nanophotonic applications. Since its invention, the SIL has been exploited in several nanoscale technologies, including semiconductor integrated-circuit (IC) inspection [1-3], nanoscale spectroscopy [4, 5], optical data storage [6, 7] and photolithography [8], yet the benefits the SIL has introduced in these fields have received poor coverage. Therefore, in this paper we aim to review the theoretical aspects of the SIL and to discuss recent demonstrations of SIL-enhanced technologies in nanophotonics.

In the field of nanophotonics, optical experiments are carried out with a spatial resolution of a few hundred nanometers or less. These near-field investigations demand the utmost precision, and draw on a wide range of optical techniques, typically requiring state-of-the-art equipment and complex optical arrangements. In contrast, a SIL is a remarkably simple optical component, which is straightforward to introduce and use. A well-defined list of progressive developments can be realized via the use of a SIL: SIL-enhanced methodologies offer improvements in spatial resolution (resolving power), collection efficiency and magnification, all critical parameters in the investigation of nanoscale devices. All these parameters will be discussed in detail later in this paper.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses resolution in the optical far-field for both surface and sub-surface imaging under high numerical aperture (NA) conditions. Section 3 introduces the SIL, its dependency on wavelength and geometry with regard to focusing properties and magnification. In Section 4 we review several state-of-the-art SIL nanophotonic applications. In Section 5 we conclude the review and offer a brief outlook on SIL-enhanced opportunities of the future.

2 OPTICAL RESOLUTION IN THE FAR-FIELD

Nanophotonic experiments that involve optical coupling between a nanoscale object and a larger light source or detector normally employ either scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) techniques or high-NA conventional far-field microscopy. In far-field imaging, the resolution is determined by the angular spectrum and the spatial irradiance distribution of the light, in contrast to SNOM in which the resolution is primarily a function of the physical size of the near-field optical aperture used. An important consideration in far-field microscopy or spectroscopy of nanophotonic materials is therefore the resolving power of the microscope that is used. When considering an object positioned in the far-field, the limiting factor is the diffraction of the incident light. This prevents a conventional optical microscope from resolving any feature whose physical dimensions are less than approximately half the free-space illuminating wavelength of the optical system. However, when one considers the issue of imaging a structure which is buried at a given depth beneath a substrate, then the issues regarding resolving power become more complex, as the following sub-sections illustrate.

2.1 Surface microscopy

The far-field diffraction of light, assuming the absence of any aberrations, states that the spatial resolution of any conventional optical microscope is subject to a lateral limit of,

\[ \Delta x = \Delta y = 0.51\lambda / NA , \]

(Sparrow’s resolution criterion [9]) and a longitudinal limit of,

\[ \Delta z = 0.44\lambda / n \sin^2(\theta / 2) , \]

[10], where \( \lambda \) is the free-space wavelength of light, \( n \) is the refractive index of the object space, and \( \theta \) is the angular semi-aperture in the object space. The numerical aperture, \( NA = n \sin \theta \), is typically the common term that is referred to when considering optical resolution due to its inverse relationship with the diffraction limit of lateral spatial resolving power. From this, there are essentially two parameters which can be manipulated to improve resolution. The first is to increase \( \theta \), the angular semi-aperture of the system. This can improve the spatial resolution and also increase the amount of light collected from the focal plane, which can be of benefit in fluorescence collection. The second parameter is the local wavelength. This can be reduced to improve the resolving power either by using a light source operating at shorter wavelength or by increasing the refractive index of the medium surrounding the focal plane.

Imaging in a medium of high refractive index increases the maximum \( NA \) to a value of \( n \), resulting in an improvement in the lateral spatial resolution to \( \Delta x = \Delta y = 0.51\lambda / n \), and the longitudinal spatial resolution limit to \( \Delta z = 0.88\lambda / n \). Liquid immersion techniques can be ideal for this imaging configuration since a number of high-refractive-index liquids are readily available (e.g., many oils) and are simple to introduce into an optical arrangement. These liquids can have refractive index values of as high as 1.74 (methylene iodide) and under such conditions the immersed object space can provide a useful improvement in \( NA \) and spatial resolution. However, this arrangement can also
introduce deleterious effects. An example of this is an increased probability of dirt and debris in the liquid entering the object space. This will contaminate both the immersion liquid and the sample under inspection.

2.2 Sub-surface microscopy

When the object space is located at a given depth below the surface of a material then a range of issues are encountered that determine whether these buried structures can be adequately resolved by an optical microscope. The first consideration concerns the optical transparency of the surrounding medium. This parameter will determine the range of illumination wavelengths that are suitable to use, since light must be able to travel through the bulk material with sufficiently low loss in order to reach the buried features, and (in reflectance microscopy) to travel back through the sample towards the objective lens. Another parameter of critical importance is the refractive index. This value determines how the incident light will be reflected and refracted at the surface of the medium.

In the commonly encountered case of a planar air-medium interface, reflection from the surface will reduce the amount of light which can be coupled into the material, limiting the amount of light that can be collected by a microscope objective to rays propagating at angles of incidence below the critical angle, \( \theta_c = \sin^{-1}(1/n) \). For these rays, Snell’s Law informs us that in a sub-surface configuration the angular semi-aperture in the medium is reduced by a factor of \( n \). Despite this reduction in the local value of \( \sin \theta \), the overall \( NA \) of the imaging system remains unchanged because the refractive index in the object space is proportionately greater than that in air.

Another effect that refraction has on limiting optimum resolution achievable below a planar air-medium interface is that it introduces a significant amount of spherical aberration. This has a considerable effect on the diffraction limited performance of the microscope since spherical aberration increases linearly with angle and it is exactly these high-\( NA \) rays which one must include to obtain optimum resolving power.

Historically, liquid immersion techniques have been applied to circumvent some of these limiting factors by mitigating the effect of the planar geometry of the air-medium interface in order to improve the sub-surface resolving power of a microscope. Without any correction, the refractive effects described above ultimately mean a sub-surface imaging arrangement will always produce poorer performance than an imaging arrangement at the surface unless the planar interface geometry can be suitably modified.

3 THE SOLID IMMERSION LENS

Solid immersion microscopy was invented by Mansfield and Kino in 1990 [11, 12] and since then has generated an increasing level of interest, particularly in the field of nanophotonics. It is based on the previously discussed idea of liquid immersion microscopy [13] but improves on this technique by including the light that is located beyond the critical angle in the system to enhance the spatial resolution and beam-collection efficiency.

SIL methods are well suited to the imaging, characterization and even the fabrication of many photonic nanostructure devices [14-17] since it is not possible to obtain any suitable immersion oils that have refractive indices approaching those of common semiconductors, nor is it possible to physically immerse the objective lens into solid samples.

Two types of SIL design are available and are discussed in detail below.

3.1 Hemispherical solid immersion lenses

The SIL concept comes from the theory described by Born and Wolf [10]. This theory states that light can be focused without aberrations at only two points within a high-index sphere. These focal points are known as the “aplanatic” points of the sphere.
The first of these focal positions is located at the centre of the sphere (see Fig. 1). The incoming rays arrive at normal incidence to the surface of the sphere and do not encounter refraction at the air-SIL interface. This condition forms the basis for the design of a hemispherical SIL (h-SIL). Such elements are commonly used to image structures that lie close to the surface of a sample because these structures will be positioned at a focal plane lying immediately below the planar surface of the h-SIL. An h-SIL is a valuable component in the analysis of semiconductor QDs since it provides an opportunity to enhance the collection efficiency as well as improve the spatial profiling resolution of the sample under investigation. An h-SIL also introduces magnification into an imaging system by a factor of $n$. The only limiting factor of the h-SIL, with regard to improved $NA$, is the maximum $NA$ available by the imaging objective lens.

Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating the first aplanatic point within a sphere.

3.2 Super solid immersion lenses

Super solid immersion lenses exploit the second aplanatic focal position, which is located at a distance $z_v = (n_1 / n_0)R$ from the centre of the sphere, where $R$ is the radius of curvature of the sphere and $n_0$ and $n_1$ are the refractive indices of the sphere and the air respectively (see Fig. 3 below). Light focused to this point, whose incident rays will be refracted at the air-SIL interface, has a virtual focus located outside the sphere at a

Fig. 2. A standard hemispherical solid immersion lens (h-SIL).
distance \( z_1 = \left( n_0 / n_1 \right) R \) from its centre. It is this condition that informs the design of a super-SIL (s-SIL) – also known as a Weierstrass Optic. A major benefit of using an s-SIL stems from its improved magnification properties – compared to the h-SIL - which will be discussed later.

When one wishes to use a SIL to investigate sub-surface features in a given medium, care must be taken to ensure that there is a good index match between the SIL and the substrate. We note here that both an h-SIL and an s-SIL can be used for either surface or sub-surface interrogation. The key factor here is the design of the SIL itself which will be discussed below.

![Diagram illustrating the second aplanatic point within a sphere.](image)

**Fig. 3.** Diagram illustrating the second aplanatic point within a sphere.

Due to the geometry of the SIL, the generated focal spot size will be smaller because of the increase in the \( N_A \) the SIL has on the system. In sub-surface imaging, the best conventional microscopes can only achieve an \( N_A \) approaching 1 because the solid angle in the medium reduces by a factor of \( n \). However, if an s-SIL is used the solid angle increases by a factor of \( n \). This indicates that the \( N_A \) can be increased by a factor of \( n^2 \), up to the value were the \( N_A \) is approximately equal to \( n \). The maximum possible \( N_A \) cannot ever realistically be achieved since it requires the rays of the focused laser beam to arrive at 90°. Nevertheless, the \( \sin \theta \) term in the expression for \( N_A \) remains high for angles significantly below 90°, e.g. \( N_A = 0.95n \) corresponds to \( \theta = 70° \). Using this information, one can obtain resolution measurements by considering Sparrow’s criterion.

At this point it must be stated that in order for an s-SIL to operate effectively it must be designed following a standard process for achieving the maximum possible \( N_A \) [10, 12, 18]. By considering the aplanatic points of a sphere, and by knowing the radius of the sphere, \( R \), its refractive index, \( n \), and the depth at which the area of interest is located, \( X \), then the distance \( D \), which is the physical height of the s-SIL, can be calculated by using the following expression:

\[
D = R \left( 1 + \frac{1}{n} \right) - X.
\] (3)

Therefore, the focal position of an s-SIL is wavelength dependent since \( n \) depends on the wavelength of the incident light. In contrast, the use of an h-SIL is universal for any wavelength.
Table 1 highlights a list of recent experimental techniques that have benefited from the enhanced spatial resolution of either an h-SIL or an s-SIL.

Table 1. Recent demonstrations of SIL-enhanced spatial resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIL Material</th>
<th>SIL Refractive Index</th>
<th>SIL Type</th>
<th>Free-space λ (nm)</th>
<th>Resolution (nm)</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>h-SIL</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>~350</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>1.845</td>
<td>s-SIL</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>h-SIL</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>s-SIL</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>~100*</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>h-SIL</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>s-SIL</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This result was obtained under nonlinear excitation and therefore benefited in resolving power by a factor of $\sqrt{2}$. In addition, this result utilized extreme NA/polarization control - these effects will be discussed later in the paper.

3.3 Magnification effects in solid immersion lenses

It has been stated already that an h-SIL introduces magnification to an imaging system (magnification ~ $n$). In contrast, an s-SIL adds significantly more magnification (~$n^2$). These increases in magnification can be best understood as an “optical lever” effect. When a focused laser beam is offset laterally from the optic axis by some distance on the top surface of a SIL the resulting focal position moves by a smaller related distance (Fig. 5). The beam offset and the resulting focal offset factors are different for both the h-SIL and the s-SIL. It has been stated previously throughout the literature that for the case of an h-SIL this factor is $\Delta x / n$, and for an s-SIL the factor is $\Delta x / n^2$, where $\Delta x$ indicates the beam offset on the top of the SIL and $n$ is the refractive index.

We have investigated this optical lever effect in detail for both the h-SIL and the s-SIL [2, 21], not only because it plays an extremely important role in the imaging system as a whole, but because it was suggested and confirmed that there is an optical lever effect in the axial direction as well – although initially the axial dependency was not fully understood [22]. We carried out a detailed analysis on both types of SIL, examining the
optical lever effect in the axial and lateral directions by using the ray tracing software ASAP (Breault Research Organization).

The results below show the lateral and axial displacements of the smallest focused spot size, modelled against the physical movement of an h-SIL and an s-SIL. The gradients of these plots generate the physical/optical offset factor. The logarithms of the scaling factors are plotted against the logarithm of the refractive index of each simulated SIL. The data (squares – h-SIL, circles – s-SIL) produced from our simulations are shown in Fig. 6 (lateral model) and Fig. 7 (axial model). The slope of 1 for the h-SIL plot (Fig. 6) confirms the n lateral scaling factor, whereas the slope of the s-SIL plot is 2, indicating a scaling factor of $n^2$. The axial results obtained for an h-SIL are given in Fig. 7. The modelled scaling factor for the h-SIL observed for axial displacement follows a line of gradient 1, indicating an axial scaling factor of n. Previously, it was stated in the literature that the axial scaling factor of the s-SIL was $n'$ [22], however the results from our model (Fig. 7) show a non-uniform scaling factor (approximately $n^{3.5}$), which for a silicon s-SIL gives a scaling factor of around 75 – however this result is in fact an average for the paraxial and high-NA rays. Further analysis of an s-SIL on a case-by-case basis is required in order to fully characterize this factor.

Fig. 5. ASAP image that illustrates the process of the lateral shift of the beam on the top surface of the SIL. The shifted beam (red) has been displaced by 500 µm. Magnified imaging (inset) at the focal points of the initial and laterally shifted beam within the SIL. These focal spots are separated by ~42 µm. The small axial shift in the laterally shifted beam is due to the field curvature in the system (after Ref. 3).

Fig. 6. Lateral verification of SIL lever effect.
In order to effectively summarize all of the important features discussed to this point, the following table is presented to illustrate the main SIL imaging benefits:

Table 2. Important SIL parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Magnification</th>
<th>Resolution Gain</th>
<th>Max defined by:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h-SIL</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$1/n$</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{NA}<em>{\text{objective lens}}}{\text{NA}</em>{\text{SIL}}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-SIL</td>
<td>$n^2$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n^2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{\text{NA}_{\text{SIL}}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Solid immersion lenses can play a vital role in several aspects of nanophotonic characterization and imaging applications. The following section reviews and discusses the recent literature with regard to practical SIL applications and considers current and future novel imaging architectures where SILs are at the forefront of these enabling technologies.

4 SOLID IMMERSION MICROSCOPY – APPLICATIONS

4.1 Optical data storage

The advance of optical data storage applications such as DVDs and HD-DVD depends on the delivery of ever-increasing storage capacity per unit volume – just as Moore’s Law [23] decrees a continuous rise in the density of transistors in semiconductor ICs. As the size of the individual storage elements shrinks, researchers face the challenge of overcoming the far-field diffraction limitations of recording and reading optically-encoded information. One solution is to utilize evanescent near-fields that can be produced by fabricating optical read/write heads that consist of high-refractive-index SILs [7, 24]. Under such conventional SIL-enhanced techniques, researchers and engineers have demonstrated a recording density of more than 40 Gb/cm² when operated along with novel materials, including diamond [25], that have a potential capacity of up to 120 Gb/cm². However, due to the use of evanescent near-fields in this approach, these technologies require a spacing between the read/write pickups and the storage media of approximately 10-25 nm. This creates a range of problematic issues for optical data storage since the small spacing introduces difficulties in the removal of the medium and an enhanced probability in device contamination. However, this application is not limited to near-field techniques. Mansfield et al. [26] described a far-field configuration that can
tolerate variations in media thickness and a certain degree of skew as the disc wobbles during rotation.

Alternatively, it has been shown that the SIL geometry can be manipulated slightly to develop a novel imaging technique known as the solid immersion mirror [27-30]. In this arrangement, the illumination source is coupled into an optical waveguide and brought to a focus by a two-dimensional parabolic mirror which has been fabricated in the waveguide (Fig. 8). The waveguides reported here were fabricated by thin-film deposition on commonly used materials for recording head sliders in the magnetic data storage industry. These studies demonstrate an optical mode confinement of ~150 nm and ~180 nm under ~640 nm illumination, respectively.

4.2 Photo-response mapping of superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors

Single-photon detectors are a key enabling technology for the burgeoning field of quantum information processing (QIP) [31]. QIP technologies place exacting demands on detector performance. A new class of detectors has recently emerged, based on superconducting nanowires [32], which offers many advantages over conventional single-photon detectors in terms of signal to noise, timing resolution and spectral sensitivity. These detectors have been employed in a number of ground breaking QIP-related experiments [33-35].

The basic superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD) consists of a 100 nm wide niobium nitride wire which is patterned via electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching. The wire is cooled to 4K and biased just below its critical current (the point where the wire switches from the superconducting to the resistive state). When a visible or infrared photon strikes the wire a resistive hotspot is formed, perturbing the current distribution and triggering a brief voltage pulse which can be amplified and used to trigger conventional counting electronics. Efficient optical coupling is a considerable challenge with this type of nanowire device. In order to provide a larger active area, the current generation of SNSPDs consist of a meander wire which is folded back on itself to cover a 10 µm x 10 µm area with a fill factor of 50% [36]. However, this device design has its drawbacks: a single defect or constriction in the wire will limit the critical current and lower the sensitivity of the rest of the wire [37]. This means that these meander-type SNSPDs suffer from low fabrication yields.

We have employed nano-optical techniques to study this issue, mapping the photoresponse of SNSPD devices with a spot size much smaller than the device area [38]. Fig. 9(b) shows a photoresponse map of a device with high detection efficiency (NA =
0.4, no SIL, $\lambda = 470$ nm FWHM spot size 620 nm) – the device gives a uniform response across the entire area. Figure 9 (c) in contrast shows a photoresponse map of a device with low detection efficiency ($NA = 0.36, n = 2$ SIL, $\lambda = 470$ nm, FWHM spot size 313 nm) – the sensitive area is much smaller than the focal spot, indicating the presence of a localised constriction in the nanowire. In addition to shedding light on issues relating to current SNSPD design, these studies signpost the significant role SIL-enhanced nano-optical techniques may play in the development of next generation devices. It is possible to envisage a next generation superconducting single-photon detector based on a sub-wavelength nanoantenna [39], with efficient optical coupling achieved via the use of a SIL.

4.3 Spectroscopic studies of semiconductor nanostructures

Self assembled quantum dots (SAQDs) are appealing candidates for single photon sources [40-43] and quantum computing applications [44-47]. Particular advantages are that SAQDs can be manipulated using heterostructure technology [41, 48] and easily integrated into monolithic cavity structures for cavity-QED [42, 49]. However, the self assembled nature of SAQDs produces a random distribution of dots with potentially very high densities, up to 100s of emitters per $\mu$m². Isolating single dots, even with diffraction limited confocal microscopy, can be challenging. In addition the refractive index change
between the host material and the surrounding medium results in difficulties in efficiently
collecting the emitted PL, which can limit device functionality.

Utilizing SIL technology has dual benefit for the optical study of single SAQDs. First, the improvement in spatial resolution decreases the spot size, thereby decreasing the number of dots under study. Second, SIL technology can reduce the refractive index change between the host material, GaAs \((n = 3.5)\), and surrounding medium, normally helium gas or vacuum, leading to significant improvements to the PL extraction efficiency. A SAQD is essentially a point source which emits light equally in all directions. A single objective lens collects a cone of light emitted from that point source. The solid angle of such a cone is given by 
\[
\Omega = 2\pi(1 - \cos \theta)
\]
where \(\theta\) is the angle between the normal and the cone edge. The ratio of \(\Omega\) to the solid angle of a sphere, \(4\pi\), gives the collection efficiency from the dot as: 
\[
\eta = \frac{1 - \cos \theta}{2}.
\]
The 1/2 corresponds to the collection from only one cone of the point source emitter, due to the positioning of an objective lens on only one side of the sample. In terms of the effective numerical aperture of the system, 
\[
\eta = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ 1 - \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{\text{NA}_{\text{obj}} \cdot n_{\text{mat}}}{n_s} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \right\},
\]
Equation (4) shows that for a high-NA lens, for example 0.65 N\(A\), typical collection efficiency from a single dot is 0.87%. The inclusion of a SIL alters \(n_{\text{mat}}\) to \(n_{\text{mat}} = n_{\text{SIL}}\) for an h-SIL. For an s-SIL, \(n_{\text{mat}} = n_{\text{SIL}}\), up to the limit where \(\text{NA}_{\text{obj}}\) must be less than or equal to \(1/n_{\text{SIL}}\). For example, a system with \(\text{NA}_{\text{obj}} = 0.65\) including a hemispherical SIL of \(n = 2.0\) increases the collection efficiency of a single dot to 3.5% whilst simultaneously reducing the effective spot size by a factor of 4. In the ideal limit of an index matched s-SIL, theoretically the collection efficiency approaches 50%. While embedding a SAQD in a microcavity can increase collection efficiency through funnelling the PL into the cavity mode, effective tuning of the emission into cavity resonance is challenging and fabrication requirements limit the practical application of such an approach [42, 43, 49]. On the other hand, SIL technology provides a robust and practical solution to increased collection efficiencies with the added benefits of being compatible with other embedded point source emitters, for example NV centres in diamonds which are promising candidates for room temperature single photon sources[50].
Fig. 10. Photoluminescence spectra from two similar samples under similar excitation conditions with and without a SIL. A factor of ~4 improvement in dot isolation and collection efficiency is seen when using a SIL. A 2.0 mm diameter LASFN35 glass SIL with refractive index of 2.0 at 950 nm is used. $X^1$ identifies emission from negatively charged trions, $2X^0$ biexciton emission and $2X^0_h$ hot biexciton emission.

The improved performance when using an $n = 2.0$ h-SIL to study a single SAQD is shown in Fig. 10 (above). Two similar InGaAs n-type charge tuneable quantum dot samples were probed under similar non-resonant optical excitation and bias conditions, one with and one without a SIL. For further dot details refer, for example, to sample A in reference [51]. With no SIL PL emission from 5 different dots was seen. Identification of the dot state was made possible using bias dependent PL spectra (not shown) [48, 52]. The average count rate was approximately 10 counts per second. In the sample with a SIL the number of dots studied was reduced to a single dot, with peak counts of 50 counts per second. The increase in collection efficiency reveals the presence of biexciton related features, $2X^0$ and $2X^0_h$, not resolved in the sample with no SIL.

The gain in collection efficiency when using a SIL is a consequence of the dots being embedded within the host material, a sub-surface effect. However, it should be noted that the decrease in spot size due to the improved spatial resolution, a surface effect, has benefits in high resolution laser spectroscopy of single dots [5]. Resonant laser spectroscopy allows direct access to the transition linewidth and the ability to probe and manipulate spin states coherently [46, 47, 53]. For this technique, a narrow linewidth laser is tuned through the absorption resonance of a single dot transition and a detector placed below the sample measures the scattered laser light. The spectral resolution is limited by laser linewidth, typically a few peV. In the ideal limit, the measured contrast is proportional to the scattering cross section divided by the laser spot area [54]. Therefore, due to the SIL-enhanced spatial resolution improvement, the contrast is improved by a factor of 5 [5] or 10 [55] for a h-SIL with $n = 2.0$ or 3.5, respectively. Fig. 11 shows example laser spectroscopy results from two similar dots measured under similar conditions, one with and one without a $n = 2.0$ h-SIL.
Transmission spectroscopy of neutral excitons from two similar quantum dots shows the enhanced contrast when using an \( n = 2.0 \) b-SIL. The excitation power was 0.1 nW and the laser was linearly polarized. \( \Gamma \) shows the measured linewidth of each transition.

**4.4 Semiconductor integrated-circuit inspection**

The semiconductor IC industry is characterized by the exponential rate at which its products increase in speed, integration density and functionality, all trends that can be attributed to a steady fall in the feature sizes of ICs. As feature sizes below 100 nm become routine, the international technology roadmap for semiconductors has identified a critical need for “non-destructive wafer/mask level microscopy for measuring the critical dimensions of 3D structures and defect detection” [23]. In this context, optical imaging has a significant role to play in IC failure analysis, inspection and metrology.

**4.4.1 Optical beam induced current (OBIC) imaging**

OBIC imaging in silicon integrated circuits was first demonstrated in the 1970s [56] and is a complementary technique to the common electron-beam induced current (EBIC) imaging method [57], with the exception that no charge build up is associated with OBIC imaging. In the OBIC effect, optical radiation with a photon energy greater than the material’s bandgap energy is absorbed in a semiconductor sample, generating carriers. In bulk silicon, these carriers diffuse over time and eventually recombine through non-radiative processes. The presence of a junction in the irradiation region presents the carriers with a space–charge region whose internal field can sweep the carriers out to a suitable external circuit where an optically created photocurrent can be detected [58]. When this photocurrent is mapped as a function of scanned beam position, a topological image of the circuit can be acquired which exhibits contrast according to the electrical properties of the device. OBIC imaging is particularly suited to the inspection of semiconductor devices [59] due to the fact that it is a non-contact, non-destructive testing method. This created a great interest in this technique throughout the 1980s [60-64]. However, there are a few limitations associated with this imaging mode. OBIC imaging cannot perform depth-resolved analysis because absorption takes place throughout the entire volume of the beam within the sample. This effectively generates carriers over a large axial range. An additional hindrance is the fact that the beam generates carriers throughout its entire irradiation volume. This limits the contrast of the image and attenuates the optical beam as it travels through the sample’s substrate to the device layer of interest. This is important in sub-surface imaging when one is interested in imaging a
structure that is buried several hundreds of microns below the surface of the sample. Modern flip-chip IC architectures highlight this issue since they are designed in a manner that does not allow front-side optical access to the circuit because of the numerous metallisation and interconnecting layers that occupy the top surface of the chip. For this reason, optical microscopy of flip-chips must be performed by backside imaging through the silicon substrate. This procedure presents the contradictory requirements of achieving high bulk transmission of the illuminating wavelength, yet also sufficient absorption at the same wavelength to generate carriers at the circuit features. These two requirements involve a delicate compromise between generated signal level, penetration depth, illumination wavelength and image contrast.

OBIC imaging is a linear technique and therefore suffers from the same limitations in resolution and contrast as laser fluorescence microscopy, including signal saturation and limited depth-resolution. For these reasons a nonlinear variant of the technique can be used, and the following section introduces the two-photon OBIC method which we have developed for three-dimensional imaging.

4.4.2 Two-photon optical beam induced current (TOBIC) microscopy

Two-photon absorption is a nonlinear effect and, although it is difficult to measure using continuous-wave (CW) laser sources, it can be easily demonstrated with a few milliwatts of light using femtosecond pulses from a modelocked laser. TOBIC imaging was first demonstrated by Xu [65, 66] using a 1.3 µm femtosecond optical parametric oscillator, and addressed the contradictory requirements encountered using linear techniques of focusing through thick substrates while maintaining sufficient absorption at the beam focus of a laser beam to produce a strong OBIC signal. TOBIC imaging also has the attraction of producing an intrinsic increase in resolution for any given illuminating wavelength due to the nonlinear nature of the excitation. Two-photon absorption depends on the square of the optical intensity that arrives at the focus of the beam and therefore produces a reduction in the effective spot radius by a factor of $\sqrt{2}$, assuming an incident Gaussian transverse profile.

4.4.3 Solid immersion lens microscopy using TOBIC imaging

Ippolito et al. originally demonstrated that a SIL could be used to image a silicon chip and achieve a resolution of 230 nm under 1064 nm illumination in a confocal microscope [1]. Subsequently, we have demonstrated, using imaging at 1530 nm, optical resolutions approaching ~100 nm [3] by implementing TOBIC microscopy using an s-SIL. We used the s-SIL modality because we are interested in resolving circuit features located around 100 µm below the backside surface of the silicon die. The details of the prescription used to design the correct s-SIL for imaging at a given sub-surface depth have already been discussed. In a further analogy with two-photon fluorescence microscopy, we have also shown that the TOBIC effect can provide a means of generating ultra-high 2D and, in addition, 3D resolved imaging because the generation of significant photocurrent only occurs within one confocal parameter of the focused spot [2, 21, 67, 68]. The results are illustrated in Figures 12-14 below. The axial resolution provided is similar to that obtained through confocal imaging methods in which the double-pass of the imaging system improves its axial resolution [69]. The results shown here were an improvement on earlier performance obtained using a similar system [17]. This was attributed to a new ability to perform systematic axial scanning and thus an ability to localise the focus of the beam in the component layer of the chip more accurately.
Fig. 12. Lateral resolution measurement across edge of finger shown in Fig. 13, showing 122 nm resolution. The result was obtained by exploiting extreme $\text{NA}$ focusing and polarisation control - discussed below. The solid fitting line is the integral of the Gaussian point spread function shown in the figure. (after Ref. 3)

Fig. 13. Main section shows a medium resolution image of the device. Right inset, design schematic showing matrix of bumps on fingers. Left inset, TOBIC image of matrix of bumps on single finger [2].
Recently, we have reported SIL-enhanced polarization-sensitive imaging which, under certain conditions, surpasses conventional scalar diffraction limited performance as described by Sparrow’s resolution criteria [3]. Under such SIL-induced extreme NA conditions the resulting focal-plane intensity distribution is strongly asymmetric and cannot be described correctly by scalar diffraction theory because the polarization direction of the incident light must be taken into account. The vectorial theory of Richards and Wolf [70] was the first to describe this effect, and using SIL-enhanced microscopy we reported the first example of imaging under conditions where the vectorial nature of light leads to substantial differences in the resolutions obtained for opposite polarization states. The unprecedented spatial resolution values obtained ranged from around 100 nm to 250 nm depending on the polarization state used. These results are illustrated in Figs. 15 and 16.

![Fig. 14. Three dimensional TOBIC profile of the matrix of bumps shown in Fig. 12. The physical separation between bumps is 1.25 µm. (after Ref. 2)](image)

Fig. 14. Three dimensional TOBIC profile of the matrix of bumps shown in Fig. 12. The physical separation between bumps is 1.25 µm. (after Ref. 2)

![Fig. 15. Polarization sensitive sub-surface imaging of a silicon integrated circuit. From left to right - Wide field-of-view TOBIC image recorded for navigation purposes; TOBIC images of the boxed region showing three 3 × 3 grids of tungsten vias obtained under the linear polarizations indicated by the red arrows. Lighter image rendering indicates a higher TOBIC photocurrent and the left sides of the detailed finger images have been padded with black to allow the scale bar to appear on a uniform background. The point-spread-function is narrower in the direction normal to the polarization vector, therefore the gaps between the fingers are better resolved when the polarization vector lies along the finger edges (top right image). (after Ref. 3)](image)
Fig. 16. Resolution measurements under different polarization conditions. (a), (b) Line-cuts through the detailed images shown in Fig. 15 recorded for incident light with a wavelength of 1530 nm polarized parallel to the y-direction (as defined in Fig. 15). (c), (d) Equivalent data recorded for the orthogonal polarization state which was parallel to the x-direction. The polarization direction and indicative focal spot shape are shown on each figure, together with the point-spread function FWHM diameter inferred from a Gaussian fit to the data. The scan direction of the beam relative to the sample is indicated by the black arrow. (after Ref. 3)

4.4.4 Solid immersion lens enhanced angular spectrum tailoring for IC characterization

Ippolito et al. has expanded the conventional ideas of IC characterization by demonstrating an angular spectrum dependence on the performance of a silicon IC microscope [71]. This technique utilizes a simple spatial light modulator to isolate the supercritical components - accessible only with a SIL - of a focused optical field to induce evanescent coupling beyond the substrate-dielectric interface. These sub-critical fields are affected by the dielectric interconnected layer, of refractive index ~1-2, fabricated on the front side of transistors found on modern IC chips. This technique improved on the ability to image the transistor layer of a silicon IC by avoiding light collection from the first metallization layer through this supercritical beam isolation. The low-NA rays in the system were able to penetrate the SiO$_2$ layer and effectively “see” the metallization layer below, whereas the high-NA rays are unable to penetrate the SiO$_2$ layer due to total internal reflection at the interface (Fig. 17 below).

4.4.5 Widefield microscopy of ICs using solid immersion lenses

In addition to the IC characterization techniques discussed above, Köklü et al. have demonstrated that the reduction in spatial resolution provided by a SIL can be exploited to develop significant improvements in IR widefield microscopy of silicon ICs [72]. By utilizing the tight focusing characteristics of a SIL, and by removing the blurred contribution from the out-of-focus background signal, it was demonstrated that the widefield microscope can selectively focus on the different axial layers of an IC when performing imaging from the backside through the silicon substrate. This result reported a lateral and longitudinal resolution, which is comparable to the performance of a confocal microscope, of 0.26 µm and 1.24 µm, respectively.
4.4.6 Solid immersion lens substrates for enhanced IC failure analysis

The positioning of a SIL on a sample is conventionally controlled by hand or by using a mechanically controlled cantilever approach [24]. These methods offer reduced accuracy and suffer from the issue of repeatability. However, a recent technique has been reported which circumvents these problems by directly “forming the silicon substrate into a SIL” (FOSSIL) [73]. This was achieved by etching the SIL into the substrate using a computer controlled lathe. Through implementation of the FOSSIL technique it has been demonstrated that not only does it improve spatial resolution but it also enhances detection sensitivity and potential waveform analysis for future devices. This FOSSIL approach can be implemented at the device fabrication stage in order to alleviate SIL positioning errors.

Furthermore, Zachariasse et al. have reported a novel solid immersion blazed-phase diffractive lens for high resolution laser based failure analysis of silicon ICs [74]. The technique uses a general design algorithm using computer generated holography to create a numerical program that calculates the structure required for reconstruction of a spherical wavefront through a silicon substrate into any user-defined pattern. This diffractive SIL technique also investigated the reconstruction of multiple focal points and a ring pattern from the same diffractive optic. Fabrication of this device was achieved using a combination of focused ion beam (FIB) technology and reactive-ion etching. Reactive-ion etching has also been used in the development of a silicon phase Fresnel lens [75] - an imaging mode which is related to that employed by Zachariasse. These progressive techniques are illustrated in Fig. 18.

Fig. 17. Angular spectrum tailoring for improved IC characterisation [60]. The dashed lines represent low-NA rays that are incident on the SiO₂ interface at angles below the critical angle and, as a result, reach the metalization layer; these rays are blocked by a suitable spatial filter which can improve device layer contrast.

Fig. 18. Solid immersion substrates. Progression from SIL etched into substrate [73] to binary approximation of ideal solution. [74, 75]
### 4.4.7 Other potential applications of solid immersion lenses in IC characterization

The ability to image local hot-spots in ICs is a mature technology and there are several reports of SIL-enhanced thermal imaging [76-79] available. In addition, there are several other laser signal injection microscopy techniques deployed in IC research and development that are based on a comparable stimulus. Examples of these include OBIC and TOBIC (discussed above), Optical Beam Induced Resistance Change (OBIRCH), Laser Aided Device Alteration (LADA) and Laser Induced Voltage Alteration (LIVA) to name but a few [80]. All of these above mentioned techniques are compatible with SIL imaging and could benefit from this. Evidence of which has been demonstrated by Goh et al. [81] who successfully implemented a SIL into a Thermally Induced Voltage Alteration (TIVA) IC failure analysis scheme to obtain an enhancement in the TIVA signal of up to 12 times.

An alternative failure analysis technique that exploits optical methods to probe on-chip waveforms as part of the design cycle is the novel electric-field induced second-harmonic generation (EFISHG) mode [82]. This approach uses mid-IR femtosecond optical pulses to measure EFISHG conversion efficiencies and can be used to enable high-bandwidth sub-surface optical probing of complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) silicon devices in a similar way to that which has been demonstrated using silicon coplanar transmission lines [83]. The EFISHG signal generated is extremely weak and therefore could benefit from the use of a SIL to substantially improve the signal levels recorded. The SIL-enhanced NA would create an improved optical resolution as well as increase the capability to generate a higher efficiency conversion due to the larger component of the incident polarization located at normal incidence to the junction plane in a CMOS circuit.

### 4.5 Solid immersion lens modifications

As an aside to using the conventional SIL designs and analysis presented earlier, researchers have investigated two types of novel SIL design which have been analyzed theoretically using vector diffraction theory. The advantages of these so-called high-performance super-sphere solid immersion lenses (HPSILs) [84] are that they can improve the Strehl ratio of the focused spot and increase the focal depth of near-field optical systems. This was demonstrated by either increasing the radius of the HPSIL so that it is a little larger than that of the common s-SIL or by reducing the distance between the planar surface and the centre of the sphere so that which it is slightly smaller than that of the standard s-SIL. These HPSILs can improve the development of near-field optical data storage and photolithography.

Continuing the idea of SIL modification, a near-field optical storage system utilizing a left-handed material (LHM) has also been reported by attaching this LHM slab to the lower planar surface of a conventional SIL [85]. The performance of this novel approach improves on that obtained using conventional storage techniques since it can image the focused spot at the lower surface of the SIL to the surface of a disc with improved accuracy. It also allows a large air-gap to exist for operational convenience while maintaining a large signal contrast and a high storage density.

Furthermore, an interesting SIL design which breaks from the typical 3D geometry is the silicon-based planar waveguide SIL [86]. In this geometry, the SIL can be positioned in the written sample by photolithography, which remedies common alignment, tilt and packaging problems that occur when using free-space optics. These planar-SILs were simulated using the ray-tracing software Zemax and the experimental results compared against beam propagation methods. The planar waveguides and the SILs were fabricated from silica and silicon nitride, respectively.
4.6 Microfabricated solid immersion lens

Fletcher and Crozier et al. have presented both a microfabricated silicon and silicon nitride SIL for deployment in scanning microscopy applications [87, 88]. Both SILs were fabricated onto individual cantilevers for scanning, and a tip was fabricated opposite the SIL to localise SIL-sample contact. The results from this approach demonstrate sub-diffraction limited performance in both cases. This technique shares common aspects with that demonstrated by Lerman et al. who applied SIL near-field optics to Raman analysis of strained silicon thin films [89]. However, instead of the SIL fabrication taking place on a cantilever, the SIL was positioned on the end of an optical fibre. These scanning microscopy methods that utilise atomic force microscopy (AFM) style cantilevers provide an important tool on the investigation of microelectronic devices.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The combination of SIL imaging with pupil-function engineering offers a potential route to achieving optical super-resolution with unprecedented performance. In the context of imaging, super-resolution refers to any technique that improves the resolution of an imaging system beyond the conventional diffraction-limited value [90]. Such techniques can be attractive because they often provide a simple way to enhance the resolution of an optical system without resorting to more sophisticated near-field methods. An additional embodiment of optical super-resolution is the use of pupil-function engineering to manipulate the point spread function (PSF) at the focal plane of an imaging system, since the PSF has a radial profile whose shape depends sensitively on the aperture function of the system [91-93]. The PSF is defined as the irradiance distribution at the focal plane of an imaging system which is produced when imaging a point source [90]. Control of the PSF using pupil-function engineering has been applied in optical data storage [94] to increase the storage density on a disc by manipulating the radial profile of the read beam. In this example, a further advantage is obtained because reducing the width of the radial PSF can lead to a corresponding extension of the axial PSF, relaxing the requirement to maintain the read lens at a precise distance from the disc [95].

A second approach in the pursuit of optical super-resolution is to exploit extreme NA focusing, a SIL-induced condition, using linear polarized light. The spatial distribution of an optical field at the focus of a high-NA lens displays an increasing ellipticity as the NA of the system approaches unity. This is because at high-NA polarization starts to play a more dominant role in the focal properties of the incident light. In the effort to obtain the smallest possible focal spot size one must take this into account since polarization-sensitive effects are no longer negligible.

The original theoretical vector diffraction analysis of high-NA focusing was published by Richards and Wolf [70] which investigates the structure of a linearly polarized electromagnetic field near the focus of a high-NA aplanatic lens system which images a point source at infinity. Richards and Wolf adopt an analytical integral representation of the electromagnetic field whereas others have implemented a different methodology to calculate the field near the focus of a high-NA objective lens. Instead of applying direct integration, Leutenegger et al. [96] evaluates the vectorial Debye diffraction integral with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to calculate the electromagnetic field in the entire focal region. This technique enhances the speed at which these calculations can take place since it employs a sampling grid procedure in combination with the FFT analysis.

Fig. 20 illustrates the effects of increasing NA on the physical dimensions of the resulting PSF in the focal plane both with and without an annular aperture of 90% obscuration. These 2D plots were generated using the method described by Leutenegger in [96]. The PSFs were calculated using NA values corresponding to angular semi-apertures in the object space of $\sin\theta = 0.1$ and $\sin\theta = 0.95$. 
Fig. 20. 2D PSF plots modelling the effects of increasing $NA$ on the physical dimensions of the resulting PSF in the focal plane both with and without an annular aperture of 90% obscuration. The light is linearly polarized along a direction parallel to the x-axis.

It can be seen from Fig. 20 that when all the spatial frequencies of an imaging system are present the standard Airy response is generated and there is no reduction in the width of the calculated PSF. However, when only the higher spatial frequencies are present there is a reduction in the calculated PSF width along a direction orthogonal to the polarization vector. This is an obvious result since an increase in the $NA$ of any imaging system will lead to an improvement in its resolving power. Furthermore, the narrowing of the PSF through the isolation of the higher spatial frequencies comes at the expense of creating sidelobes of considerable intensity. It is evident that these sidelobes would influence the optical performance of a conventional imaging system, however since TOBIC imaging (presented earlier) is of a nonlinear nature, the resulting central maximum of the PSF in this situation will dominate under an intensity squared relationship. It is the suppression of these generated sidelobes in a nonlinear imaging mode which stimulates additional support for the use of custom annular apertures in the quest for super-resolution generation.

In addition to this hybrid linear polarization-dependent focusing and PSF engineering super-resolution technique, the option remains to investigate the role of spatially non-uniform polarization distributions – typically radial and azimuthal – in the search for the smallest focused spot [97-102]. SIL-enhanced super-resolution techniques could have significant advantages in the fields of nanophotonic device imaging and characterization.

Finally, a completely separate but interesting approach to potentially achieve super-resolution imaging performance is to utilize the principles of negative-refraction in order to create a ‘perfect’ lens [103]. Casse et al. [104] recently demonstrated the fabrication of an ultrashort focal length microlens in a semiconductor 2D photonic crystal with negative index of refraction. With an $NA$ approaching unity and an illumination wavelength of 1.5 µm, a near diffraction-limited spot size of 1.05 µm was observed. This experimental evidence has suggested that such ultra-refractive negative-index nano-optical microlenses can be integrated into existing semiconductor heterostructures for next-generation optoelectronic applications. However, although this work does not report enhanced resolution capabilities which surpass the conventional diffraction-limit, when fully optimized and investigated, it may reveal a complementary super-resolution imaging technique to the SIL methodologies discussed above.
In conclusion, the solid immersion lens has contributed to the advance of high-resolution imaging and probing in several areas of physics and photonics. This simple but powerful optical component has facilitated a substantial volume of high-resolution data that has supported detailed theoretical and experimental analysis. Although this paper has maintained an optoelectronic device characterization bias, the solid immersion lens can, and has, played a significant role in the advance of several other areas of science and technology, including biophotonics and microfabrication.
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